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underlip which tended to protrude, like the underlips of
most of the Habsburgs.
Physically she would have been equal to the most
strenuous " man's education/7 As she later proved, she
could stand far greater physical strains than most of
her male contemporaries on the thrones of Europe, and
when her health finally gave way, purely from over-
exertion throughout her life, she accepted her ill-health
philosophically. " I cannot complain/' she wrote when
she was fifty; "human beings must finally cease to be.
I was entirely healthy for fifty years/'
Unfortunately, less is known about her mind during
her childhood than about her health. Undoubtedly
this is largely because she did not do or say anything
particularly worthy of notice. Even the most trivial
infantile utterances of many heirs-apparent are dutifully
recorded, but Charles's pathetic hopes that he might
still have a son caused him to be less interested in her
than he would have been had he, in his heart, accepted
her as his heir from her birth. Besides, she was born
in a very agitated period of her Family's history; there
are more detailed reports, for instance, of the siege of
Belgrade, which occurred the year of her birth, than of
her first efforts to walk or to talk. Her country was
almost continuously at war, and Charles and his Court
were more interested in his immediate military campaigns
than in his daughter's progress.
Charles was not concerned with her psychological
development. He remembered facts and ceremonies
and not human reactions to them. The fact that Count
Sigismund von Kallonitsch had led the singing of " Herr
Gott, Dich loben wir," in Saint Stephen's Church a few
hours after Maria Theresa's birth remained more vividly
in Charles's memory than any of his daughter's youthful

